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How fluency in reading & making visualizations can 
yield more inclusive reading experiences
Scholars and students practice literacy, numeracy, and graphicacy in school. 
In this educational triumvirate, graphicacy remains the less familiar term. 
Graphicacy is an ability, a fluency in making and reading visualizations and 
charts. How might scholars working in digital media practice graphic 
literacy in the shaping and sharing of their work? By working with more 
awareness of graphic literacy, scholars can also become more inclusive. In 
this illustrated essay, I will describe how my work in visualizing survey data 
provides insight into graphic literacy. Survey data is a primary data source. 
These observations have the potential for meaning yet need a meaningful 
structure and shape. While structuring, exploring, and visualizing this 
survey data, diverse worldviews begin to emerge. Digital scholars can also 
identify when to draw upon data-driven or conceptual content. By creating 
interactive survey data visualizations, we can partake in more inclusive 
humanistic inquiries and reading experiences.
Technology had a twinned meaning in Ancient Greece.
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Where for the Greeks techne always had 
two complementary but never completely 
separable aspects—the increasingly 
self-aware inner originating and the outer 
result...We have forgotten the crafty inner 
origin and essence of the techne that once 
served our ancestors so well. 
—Stephen Talbott, In the Belly of the Beast
Bend the beam of attention
back onto ourselves, the way 
we devise our devices…. 
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY IS A 
PLATFORM OF BELIEFS
Expand the compass of 
our compassion & create 
onramps to ideas...
Graphicacy, the ability to read and make visualizations, 
data-driven and conceptual, is one practice digital humanists 
can use to help create more onramps to ideas.
Source: Scott Klein, Propublica


Numeracy began by studying patterns in nature. 
Over time, those observations became mathematical 
abstractions. Today, humanists can allow an individual 
data point to shine through the summarized data.

Livi Carlen
Digital technology doesn’t just expand our ability 
to access audiences because of an enhanced ease 
of distribution. It also allows us to imagine novel 
ways to engage readers. Some of the paradigms 
of print might carry over. Yet just as oracy, literacy, 
and numeracy offer diverse communicative 
possibilities, graphicacy affords new opportunities 
to create non-linear, layered reading experiences 
with many entry points into a story.
Ben Franklin’s printing 
press exemplifies 
technology as a platform 
for the author’s beliefs. 
Franklin experiments 
with novel ways of 
communicating.
—Scan of Poor Richard’s Almanac 
from Gettysburg College.
Graphicacy makes 
traditional scholarship 
more vivid & shareable. 
Data visualizations are 
more like guided 
conversations than 
stories told from the 
“top down.”
Graphicacy enhances long form reading experiences...
Design Incubation Census
Graphicacy as a process resembles a loop...
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